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In a historical period like the present one , learning to better manage natural resources is not only
desirable but also a duty . Guided by this philosophy , the Sicilian company Zerica
presents Omniathe exclusive and elegant compact water dispenser capable of offering cold and
sparkling water in a simple and effective way.

Entirely Made in Italy and built entirely within the company , Omnia was born to simplify life in the office
but quickly transformed into one perfect tool for any context adapting to the modern furnishings of an
apartment or a contract environment and contributing to performance more sustainable and
simple activity in the kitchen and beyond.

Zero maintenance thanks to the Silver Turbo Clean refrigeration system , which keeps the system
perfectly clean at each delivery . Super quiet and more eco-friendly than ever ; touch-proof , with
the contactless dispensing . These are just some of the strengths of this cutting-edge dispenser that goes
beyond what the market usually offers.

Technology and health
Zerica' s unique high-pressure system generates with each dispensing a whirlwind of water on the
walls , preventing the formation of or residues . The water is always fresh and safe and easy to
manage with the stainless steel refrigeration chamber with silver welds.

and numbers
In Italy between 16 and 20 million are consumed every day plastic cups per day . A quantity with an
enormous environmental impact , which must be reduced with the support of all . With Omnia you can
manage more awaiting consumption avoiding waste . Omnia with purification kit allows you to dispense
up to 8000 bottles of pure water every year , making the plastic that causes so much damage to the planet
obsolete.

Technical data
Alone 25 cm wide for the most complete over-the-counter water dispensing system ever.
Small footprint in the kitchen or office , maximum practicality.
No more plastic e reduced consumption thanks to the new gas , to help nature with a concrete
and immediate gesture.
Large dispensing area which allows you to fill up to three jugs of cold and sparkling water , equal to a
considerable number of glasses of water.
Ultra-quietwith chassis strictly in galvanized steel with black scratch-resistant coating for maximum
elegance.
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